INTRODUCTION
A home gateway is a node residing between a public network and a home network [1] [2] .
With the increased penetration of broadband and with the technological advances in home networking, there is a considerable market demand for the home gateway devices [3] . A set-top box (STB) or a home router can be a candidate for the home gateway. A home router, known as a kind of residential gateway [4] or home gateway also, is a small hardware device joining multiple networks [5] [6] [7] . The broadband router is a commercial name of the home router. Home routers are nowadays designed for convenience in setting up home networks, particularly for homes with high-speed cable modems or DSL Internet services. With using more computers, smart-phones [8] and other home network devices within a single home, home routers are widely used to allow more network devices to share Internet connections for homes or small offices. The characteristics of these home routers (home gateways) heavily influence the quality and performance of the Internet service that these residential users receive [9] . They may support Internet WAN connection, firewall, and network address transforming, virtual private network and so on. But, normally, they do not support fair allocation of bandwidth resources between the connections. In a usual home router, incoming packets are passed into a main processor and then fed into a switch for access sharing. Hereby the processor is expected to be able to control the traffic so that all home computers connected to the network can share the Internet service evenly.
An embedded Linux is expected to do extremely well in the digital consumer electronics area such as digital TV STBs, digital cameras and digital video recorders. It is used for software-based home gateways as well [10] [11] . The support of traffic control (TC) is available from Linux kernel version 2.1.90 and is more comprehensive in the more recent kernels. However, memory volume of a home router is very limited and can only spare a small portion for Linux system codes. Thus, the embedded Linux tends to use earlier kernel versions that are relatively smaller, or the kernel is greatly reduced and no longer supports TC.
On the other hand, the TC methods implemented in Linux kernel does not always fit the practical uses. Thus, it is meaningful to insert customized queuing and scheduling codes into the Linux kernel to support TC whereas keeping the kernel small. Supporting TC is to find an applicable queuing and scheduling method to control the incoming and outgoing traffic. There exist some well-known queuing and scheduling algorithms supported in Linux, also called queuing disciplines, such as Token Bucket Filter (TBF), Priority, Stochastic Fair Queuing, and Class Based Queuing (CBQ) [12] . CBQ is a classical hierarchical packet scheduler supporting link sharing and priority. But CBQ does not support traffic shaping. A user system, e.g. home system, attached to QoS (quality of Service) supporting networks should perform traffic shaping for the outgoing traffic [13] . Thus, a customized queuing discipline that supports hierarchical link sharing, priority as well as traffic shaping is on demand. M. Bechler 
et al. presented a new traffic shaper (called Flow
Based Queuing, FBQ) based on Class-Based QoS for Linux that aims at shaping aggregate traffic as well as individual flows within an aggregate [13] . However, both CBQ and FBQ are too complicated to be included in embedded systems. In some home gateway schemes, such as the one reported in [2] , priority mechanism has been built at the main processor, but to our knowledge, none was found to support hierarchical link sharing, which enables each home computer to share the Internet service evenly.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we briefly describe the hardware architecture of a home router. Then, the concepts and knowledge of packet queuing and scheduling as well as traffic shaping are summarized in section III. Our queuing and scheduling scheme for this specific usage is presented in section IV. Section IV introduces the Linux networking subsystem and how to implement our own codes into this subsystem for Linux to support the customized TC. Section V discusses the experiment results. Finally in section VI some concluding remarks are given.
II. PRINCIPLE OF HOME ROUTERS
As shown in Fig. 1 , a modern home router mainly consists of a computer CPU or controller, e.g. ARM® chip, a switching unit, public network interface and home network interface (wired or wireless), random access memory (RAM) and a modest amount of flash memory for persistent storage. Switching unit really interconnects the CPU network interface at the home router side and home network interface as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The CPU can be a general-purpose processor directed by the system's embedded software to provide router services. The Linux operating system is employed and all traffic passes through the CPU for filtering and TC in our case.
Inside Traffic Outside
Traffic Network PACKET QUEUING AND SCHEDULING OF HOME ROUTERS Implementing a proper egress queue scheduling at the CPU of the home router is the key to QoS supporting. First in first out (FIFO) queuing is the most basic queue scheduling disciplines. In FIFO queuing, all packets are treated equally by placing them into a single queue, and then servicing them in the same order that they are placed into the queue. FIFO queuing is also referred to as first come first served (FCFS) queuing.
A FIFO queue is shown in Fig. 2 . A simple FIFO queuing and scheduling method can accomplish traffic flow aggregation, but does not provide a mechanism to isolate the different levels and classes (types) of traffic flows, so each flow may suffer from the impact of other flows. Packets of unrelated flows share the same queue; one of those traffic flows with its volatility is likely to cause great impact on the each delay, jitter and packet loss performance of other flows. Certain types of traffic flow, such as TCP connection for e-mail, can tolerate delay but cannot tolerate packet loss, for this type of traffic a long queue is a better solution.
For some other types of flows, such as the streaming video and audio, packets cannot stay too long in the network and can be dropped off. Therefore they are suitable to shorter queues.
Unfortunately, FIFO queuing is not able to take care of such service differentiation.
Even if the traffic flows are of the same type, such as in the Internet connection sharing case discussed in this paper, FIFO queuing is not able to support service isolation and fair allocation of bandwidth in a crowded scenario. The flow with more packets and/or longer packet length will receive more bandwidth when sharing the output link. To support fair allocation of bandwidth and service differentiation, the QoS queuing and scheduling approach is necessary. The existing QoS queuing and scheduling approaches can be divided into two categories: Single level and hierarchical. Strict priority scheduling method adopts a number of decreasing priorities for these FIFO queues. Only a given priority queue can be served when all higher priority queues are empty. Difference Round-Robin scheduling (DRR) is the expansion of original Round-Robin scheduling. DRR records the number of bytes sent from a given queue, and this number is compared with the number of bytes that should be sent and the difference is as a "balance".
The "balance" has been used for any given queue, modifying the queue service interval.
Therefore, it can be adjusted the long-term bit-rate for each queue.
Another improvement to the RR scheduling is to recalculate the scheduling order constantly and the next served queue is selected according to the long-term average bandwidth 2) Work conserving, i.e., as long as there are packets waiting at any queue, the service never ceases and then, the bandwidth capacity is never wasted.
3) Bandwidth is equally or by the weights assigned to different queues.
Let W i (t 1 , t 2 ) be amount of traffic served in the interval [t 1 , t 2 ] for queue i, W(t 1 , t 2 ) be total amount of service provided by the server, transferring packets at outgoing link rate, during the same period, φ i be the service share (or weight) of queue i.
A single-level GPS scheduler is defined as one for that,
holds for any interval [t 1 ,t 2 ] during which S(t 1 ), the set of backlogged queues (i.e., queues with packets to be sent) at time t 1 , does not change. Let S be the set of all queues, then
holds for any interval [t 1 , t 2 ] during which queue i is continuously backlogged. This formula indicates that each queue receives a guaranteed minimum share of the outgoing link capacity during any of its backlogged periods, regardless of the behaviors of other queues.
GPS can provide a delay bound to a backlogged queue, with an average rate not greater than its minimum guaranteed rate:
where D i is traffic delay of queue i, r i (=φ i ⋅r) is its minimum guaranteed rate and r is the Of all hierarchical queuing and scheduling methods, Class-based queuing (CBQ) is a well accepted one that allows traffic to share bandwidth equally after being grouped by classes [12] . CBQ can control the amount of bandwidth which each user gets, divide traffic of each user into different classes and guarantee each class a minimum bandwidth. CBQ can also assign priority to each class. This will enable real-time or delay sensitive applications such as voice and video. This can also be the first to get idle bandwidth on the link, thereby reducing the delay and packet loss so that the QoS can be guaranteed. Though CBQ provide bandwidth isolation between classes, traffic of a class may borrow the idle bandwidth from the other classes when it bursts and needs more bandwidth than the guaranteed, thereby increasing efficiency of bandwidth utilization. The class hierarchy is the integration of a basic tree with one parent node (class) and its child node. A H-GPS scheduler is defined as one for which formula (1) Token Bucket (TB) is widely used as a traffic shaper. Fig. 5 shows the Token Bucket model.
Operation of TB is as follows [16] : In this particular case of Fig. 4 , traffic of PSL and ASL should be shaped to guarantee QoS.
Traffic from different users, however, needs not be shaped personally. Traffic from each class is controlled by the Token Buckets (TBs). Only TBs of leaf classes have buffers. Then in Fig. 6 , packets can be en-queued in TB 2j (j=1,…,9) and de-queued to the upstream TB, the Link. When the packet at the head of a leaf class buffer is eligible to depart from the present TB (accumulating enough tokens), it passes to the upstream TB. For example, when a packet at TB 21 is eligible to depart, it passes to TB 11 . It then passes to Link if TB 11 lets it go, or it remains at the head of the buffer of TB 21 if TB 11 has not accumulated enough tokens yet. As long as a packet at TB 21 is eligible to depart, one says that it has passed to TB 11 whether it remains in TB 21 buffer or not. If TB 11 accumulates enough tokens, then the packet passes to the upstream class or Link.
If the packet at a different sibling TB, e.g. TB 22 , is eligible to depart simultaneously, an arbitrator is needed to determine which packet goes first. There are arbitrators at the traffic converging points. These arbitrators may be the RR schedulers or priority schedulers. Both of schedulers are simple. In Fig. 6 , S 2j (j=1, 2, 3) uses RR schedulers, whereas S 11 uses a strict priority scheduler, TB 11 possesses the highest priority and TB 13 possesses the lowest one. 
where T i (t 2 ) is the tokens the packet class gets at the time of t 2 . The algorithm is cyclic (periodic). For each cycle, denoting beginning time t 1 and ending time t 2 , then
When the HOL packet passes away, just virtually, maybe still remains at the leaf class queue,
is updated with:
The packet can really be dequeued from the leaf class queue to the physical link after all the ancestral classes permit it to be dequeued. Obviously, each class can perform traffic shaping, but only a few classes are really needed. In the example above, only PSL and ASL are really needed to perform the traffic shaping. Restrained by the TBs, a class cannot receive excess bandwidth from its parental class when some sibling classes are idle with no packet for scheduling. This will result in inefficient hierarchical packet scheduling. To make the most use of bandwidth capacity, one hope that child classes with packets backlogged and without traffic shaping requirements can always deliver the packet to their parental class once the parental bandwidth capacity allows. The above TB algorithm is thus revised. For each packet at child classes, the anticipated departure time can be calculated according to (4) 
and (5). Let
Δt=t 2 −t min , where t min is the earliest anticipated departure time for a packet of all child classes,
The packet with t min is then eligible to leave for the parental class. Tokens of the class that the departed packet belongs to is set to zero, tokens of the other classes are calculated for the purpose of fair allocation of tokens,
The combination of N sibling classes with a parental class is the basic architecture of the hierarchy. Link sharing function is an important one that our algorithm is going to be realized. 
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where for any interval [t 1 , t 2 ] during which 1 ( ) B t , the set of backlogged, having one or more packets waiting to pass, TB i at time t 1 , does not change, and the backlogged TB i is continuously backlogged.
It is noted that Δt≥0, from (9), one finds that class i receives the tokens no less than that its parental class gives at the weight of φ i during [t 1 For the actual implementation of network protocols, such a hierarchical structure has brought a number of issues, including much obvious one, the data should be passed between different protocol modules, because each layer must find their own protocol-specific header and trailer, resulting in frequent transfer of data and more data buffers. One way to solve the problem is to copy data between the buffers, but this method is less efficient. Linux uses socket buffer (sk_buff) for transferring data between different modules. sk_buff contains some pointers and length of the information, shown in Fig. 8 . Different modules can use the same structure for data processing. The len and truesize describe the current protocol data packet length and the actual length of the data buffer. sk_buff handling codes provide some standard functions, these functions are used for application to add or remove protocol headers and tails. Using these functions can safely manipulate sk_buff structure.
When the network device receives the data packet from the network, the received data should be converted into the sk_buff structure and added to backlog queue. When the backlog queue becomes full, the received sk_buff data will be discarded. When a new sk_buff is added to the backlog queue, the network bottom half handling process is marked ready, allowing the Data packets can be generated not only by application layer of computer but by the network incoming as well. No matter how the data is generated, the network handling code must establish sk_buff structure to contain the data, while the data is passed between protocol layers, a different header and protocol tail should be added.
The sk_buff should be passed to a network device before it can be transmitted. For each of the IP data packets to be transmitted, IP routing table is used to resolve target IP address of the route. For each target IP address that can be routed from the routing table. The routing table can be asked to return a route that is described in the rtable data structure. This data structure includes source IP address, network device, device data structure, pre-built hardware address and header information. Hardware header information is related to the network device, The same type of multimedia streams can be allocated a fixed local port to facilitate identification. The different flows can be distinguished according to the port information and IP address. As the packet skb has also included the MAC header in before QoS Scheduling, MAC header information can be used for classifying different flows, too.
As for the MAC header of an Ethernet frame, the preamble is not included in skb, thus, the hardware destination address is stored at skb->data to skb->data+5 and source address is stored at skb->data+6 to skb->data+11. Considering IP address, the destination address is stored at skb->data+25 to skb->data+28 and source address is stored at skb->data+29 to skb->data+32. The locations of TCP and UDP port number in skb are the same, the destination port is stored at skb->data+37 to skb->data+38 and source port is stored at skb->data+39 to skb->data+40.
2) dequeue_QoS
This function calls in the scheduling function and returns a pointer to the packet that can be de-queued. If there is no packet can be de-queued, it returns a pointer pointing to NULL. The sk_buff structure contains pointers for constructing a two-way link empty_sequeue(SEQUEUE *Q) : determine whether the queue is empty or not.
3) requeue_QoS( )
After leaving the queue, the packet is finally sent to the device driver and then to the hardware by calling hard_start_xmit ( ) function. The device driver may refuse to accept the packet due to congestion or other reasons, then hard_start_xmit ( ) function call fails. In this case, the packet should be put back into the queue and should stay at the head of line, waiting for the next chance to be sent.
4) drop_QoS( )
When a packet arrives, if the queue it belongs to is full or no spare queue to enter, this packet will be dropped. dropping mainly occurs at the course of en-queuing, so the function
drop_QoS ( ) is usually called by enqueue_QoS( ).
The complete QoS packet scheduling process is shown in Fig.10 .
The packet receiving and forwarding process and related functions are shown in Fig. 11 .
When data packet arrives at the network port, the network interface circuit issues an interruption request, the computer CPU responds to the request by setting up a sign bit at bh_active field and returns from interruption swiftly. The bottom half handling routine will deal with it afterwards. The Linux kernel scheduler performs the bottom half handling prior to scheduling for execution of a process. The bottom half handling routine calls ip_rcp( ) to receive packet, checking whether the packet is a legitimate IP packet or not. The packet will be discarded if it is illegal, and if it is legal ip_rcv_finish( ) will be called. 
